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Abstract



MDS



We introduce Tirex, a Textual Intermediate Representation for EXchanging target-level information between compiler optimizers and whole or parts of code generators (aka compiler back-end). The first motivation for this intermediate representation is to factor target-specific compiler optimizations into a single component, in case several compilers need to be maintained for a particular target (e.g., operating system compiler and application code compiler). Another motivation is to reduce the run-time cost of JIT compilation and of mixed mode execution, since the program to compile is already in a representation lowered to the level of the target processor. We build Tirex by extending the existing Minimalist Intermediate Representation (MinIR), itself expressed as a YAML textual encoding of compiler structures. Besides the lowering at the target level, our extensions in Tirex include the program data stream and loop scoped information. Tirex is currently produced by the Open64 and the LLVM compilers, with a GCC producer under work. It is consumed by the LAO code generator, which has been used in several production compilers and an experimental CLI-JIT compiler.
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Figure 1: Tirex in our toolchain. The MDS supplies target-specific files to build the upstream compilers and LAO code generator. The path from GCC is not yet functional. We have selected MinIR because Open64 and LLVM were already capable of emitting it when we started this project. Another motivation for MinIR is its human-readable textual representation based on YAML (see the presentation of MinIR in Section 2); This allowed us to rewrite all our LAO unit tests in a simpler way. We will discuss the integration Tirex, our extended version of MinIR, in our toolchain in Section 7. Using a target-level intermediate representation for the environment depicted in Figure 1 raises a number of challenges, which we discuss and address in the paper, including the following:



General Terms Performance, Languages, Compilation and Interpretation. Keywords Intermediate Representation, Dynamic Compilation, Mixed-Mode Execution, SSA Form.



1.



Open64



Introduction



We work in a mixed production and research environment, maintaining three different compilers: GCC, Open64, and LLVM. Our main target is a new VLIW-DSP processor that requires advanced optimizations in the code generator, in particular in the areas of matching complex instructions (e.g., fixed-point arithmetic), register allocation, If-conversion, and global instruction scheduling including software pipelining. Our code generator is based on the Linear Assembly Optimizer (LAO), previously used in production compilers for the ST120 VLIW-DSP processor [15] and the ST200/Lx VLIW processors [18], and in an experimental Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) for the ST200/Lx VLIW processors (CLI-JIT) [11, 14]. LAO contains several productiongrade instruction schedulers and software pipeliners based on heuristics or integer programming [13]. LAO also supports the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form at target level, with innovative high-quality and high-speed SSA form optimizations implemented [6, 7]. We are currently in the process of making LAO fully based on the SSA form, down to and including register allocation. LAO used in ST200/Lx production compilers was connected to the Open64 via a functional interface. As we moved to LLVM for its modern infrastructure, and to GCC for compiling operating systems, with our new VLIW-DSP processor as the target, we were motivated to connect LAO to these three compilers using an targetlevel intermediate representation based on MinIR1 (see Figure 1).



• Ensuring that all the tools have a consistent description of the



target processor. This is achieved by using a Machine Description System (MDS), which generates all the target-dependent source files for the different tools, see Section 3;



• Representing the SSA form on a target dependent code; The



challenging areas are the pinning of SSA variables to the architectural registers [29], and the representation of predicated instructions [30], see Section 4;



• Representing executable programs in Tirex (code stream, data



stream), which we present in Section 5, with the optional embedding of high-level information that cannot be easily reconstructed by a code generator, for instance loop scoped memory dependences, presented in Section 6.



Additionally, we observed that the LAO-based CLI-JIT compiler [14] was spending compilation resources on passes that did not benefit much from the information available in a dynamic compilation environment, in particular: instruction selection, function call lowering, and static data layout. It seems interesting to move these steps to the upstream compiler, at the expense of making the intermediate representation target-specific. Precisely, dynamic compilation nowadays has evolved in the following two directions: Dynamic Optimization: In this approach, pioneered by the Dynamo system [3], frequently executed paths of a native binary executable are identified by interpretation, decompiled, opti-



1 http://minir.org/
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mized, and recompiled to native binary. This approach has been generalized to dynamic translation between architectures [17].



format between those tools; we show in the next section how we extended it into Tirex to use it not only in a research and educational context, but also as a target-level interchange format in a compiler toolchain.



Just-In-Time Compilation: This approach compiles a target-independent program representation into a native binary executable, usually one procedure at a time. The popular program representations that rely on JIT compilation include JVM bytecode, ECMA CLI bytecode (a.k.a. MSIL), and LLVM bitcode.



3.



The Machine Description System



Our Machine Description System (MDS) is a structured data repository and a collection of programs used to target software development tools to a particular processor architecture family. The software development tools need to implement a number of architecture and processor-dependent tasks:



JIT compilers benefit from high-level information usually not available to dynamic optimizers, in particular the complete program call graph and function control-flow, and a rich data type system that includes objects and exceptions. We believe that the target-level intermediate representation we propose opens a third direction to explore for dynamic compilation. Compared to dynamic optimization, we anticipate significant increases of native code performance, thanks to the availability of global and high-level information. Compared to the JVM, CLI, and LLVM virtual execution environments that embed a bytecode or bitcode interpreter and a JIT compiler, we expect a simpler virtual execution environment thanks to the simplification of mixed mode execution, and a reduction of the JIT compilation resources since the program representation is already lowered at the level of the target processor (see Section 8).



Encoding and Decoding The binary files that represent a target machine program are encoded by the assembler and the linker, then decoded by the simulator or the debugger. Assembling and Linking The assembler needs to parse the assembly language syntax in order to produce relocatable binary programs. The linker needs to process the relocations in order to produce the executable binary programs. Both the assembly language syntax and the relocation algorithms are machinedependent. Instruction Bundling On a VLIW processor, the instructions are grouped into bundles that execute in parallel. The instruction bundling constraints are usually less regular that the instruction scheduling constraints. In particular, the allowed contents of a bundle may be dependent on the bundle start address.



2. Original MinIR Project The MinIR2 project was started by Christophe Guillon and Fabrice Rastello and stands for Minimalist Intermediate Representation. It was intended to be an educational tool that ease the work on compilation research by providing a program representation abstracted from any definite compiler, language or target. It uses YAML [4] for the human friendly textual representation of data-structures, and YAML-based languages are easily read and processed by scripting languages such as Perl, Python or Ruby, as well as the C language. This makes it easy to inspect and modify programs by editing the text files, and read or write it in whichever language one prefers without the need for parser implementation. MinIR is highly useful for compiler researchers and practitioners interested in trying new algorithms without the burden of handling all corner cases typically found in production compilers. Thanks to its YAML foundation, MinIR is structured yet extremely versatile. It is based on a few rules: the name of common fields (functions, label,. . . ) and the general structure of a program—functions are organized into basic blocks (bbs) comprising operations (ops) that use an operator (op) on parameters (uses) to define registers (defs). Any additional information may be provided in the existing YAML mappings to help the MinIR client or allowing it to perform more advanced optimizations. For instance, a target key in a jump operation allow the client to know which basic block is targeted without having to know at which position in the argument list the target is. See the Listing 1 for an example of how MinIR looks like; However, this example is actually a Tirex example since it uses our extensions described in Section 5. Since the MinIR format is not fixed, compilers reading this representation also have the choice of whether to take the information provided or just not consume it if they cannot handle it or have no use of it. MinIR can be either sparse and provide only the code stream, or contain arbitrary description, complicated precomputed data for an optimizing compiler. This makes MinIR versatile, easily extracted in its minimal version from the internal representation of a compiler, or more complete for a more demanding client, while still being readable by simple compilers. The MinIR format is flexible and easy to extend to fulfill a particular need, while keeping the backward compatibility, hence without breaking the other tools. Besides the definition of this intermediate representation, the MinIR2 project provides tools for reading, dumping and verifying a MinIR file, as well as tools for static analysis, experimental register allocation, SSA form simulator. MinIR is used as an interchange



Instruction Simulation The instruction simulator executes a target machine program on a host machine and provides performance estimates. It needs to model the behavior of the machine at the architecture level and the cycle-accurate level. Instruction Scheduling The compiler optimizes the target machine program by reordering its operations order. In order to preform this scheduling, the compiler needs an abstract model of the machine resources and of the dependence latencies. Register Allocation The register allocation of the compiler maps each program variable to either target processor registers or to memory locations. To make these decisions, the compiler needs a complete description of the registers including the cost of moving their contents from / to memory. Operand Constraints When optimizing the target machine program, the compiler must satisfy the architecture constraints on the instruction operands. In particular: the range of set of values that can be encoded in immediates; the restriction of register specifiers to subsets of register files; the coupling between two register specifiers, such as source and destination in 2-operand instructions, or auto-modified addressing modes. Instruction Rewriting In this optimization, the compiler matches a pattern of target machine operations and replaces it by a more effective pattern. In its simplest form this is the so-called peephole optimization (patterns are sequences). In the modern form, patterns are identified on the data-flow graph and matching is enabled by filters on the operands (such as the active bit width). Instruction Semantics For the purposes of program analysis and optimizations, the compiler needs to abstract behaviors of instructions. One example is constant propagation, the compiler emulates the target processor execution to reduce expressions to constants. Instruction Attributes Summary information about the instruction properties are needed by the compiler optimizations, such as: control flow instruction, memory access instruction, arithmetic instruction, arithmetic properties, predicated execution, input and output precision, etc. Instruction Selection The compiler must translate the machineindependent expressions and statements into the target processor instructions. This is usually done by minimum-cost cover-



2 http://minir.org/
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• to represent target-level SSA form, including φ-functions4



Description.yml



(PHI), and parallel copies with variable number of arguments (PCOPY) for operand pinning constraints;



Perl Scripts



• to represent or recognize in one operation standard computa-



Open64 targinfo Storage.yml



tions without having to know the architectural details, e.g., creation of the stack frame at the beginning of a function without knowing if the stack frame size fits in the target architectural immediates (SPADJUST);



Storage.table



Operand.yml



GNU binutils



Operand.table MDE MDS



Format.yml



MDS Format.table



Front−



Back−



End



End



Instruction.yml



Instruction.table



...



...



Convention.yml



Convention.table



• to write unit tests of code generation algorithms, which need to



LAO/ECL



MDF



be target independent, hence we use generic operations to put a value in a register (COPY), perform arithmetic operations (ADD, SUB,. . . ), branch (un-)conditionally (JUMP, GOTRUE,. . . ), call a function (CALL), return from a function (RETURN), etc.



decoder.vhd



... Perl Scripts



Decoding.table Test Generator



As a result, our intermediate representation has the feature of accepting any mix of generic and target-dependent operations.



ISS Skeleton



Opcode.table ISS Runner



Architecture.tex Operator.table



self−test.s



4.2 Figure 2: MDS (Machine Description System) work-flow. ing of the expressions by tree patterns, where each tree pattern represents a machine instruction. As illustrated in Figure 2, our MDS comprises a front-end that processes human-readable machine descriptions to create a Machine Description Database (MDD) as a set of XML tables under the Layman normal form.3 A MDS also comprises back-end tools that process the MDD contents and instantiate template files that are then used to build the software development tools. Because several back-end processing tools need to share particular views of the MDD contents, these views are created once by a Machine Description Expanded (MDE) contents. Unlike the MDD, the MDE contains redundancy, but is better suited to the needs of the MDS back-end processing tools. The common parts between the MDE views of the different processors, in particular the architectural features are then factored by the Machine Description Fusion (MDF).



4.



SSA Form on Target-Level Code



The major trend of code generation is the use of the static single assignment (SSA) form that was previously confined to the targetindependent compiler optimizations (before code generation). 4.1



4.3



Predicated Instructions in SSA Form



The other issue of using the SSA form in code generators is the support of predicated execution. This problem has not received a general solution until the discovery of the Psi-SSA form [16, 30], first implemented in the LAO code generator for the ST120 VLIWDSP processor [15]. The Psi-SSA form is exploited by the Open64based ST200 production compilers not only for the classic SSA analyzes, but also for simpler IF-conversion algorithms [8, 31]. In the current LAO, we have implemented a simpler alternative to the Psi-SSA form; We let the MDS deduce from the behavior of instructions that the execution of a particular operation is predicated, i.e., it has no side effect if some condition of the operand values holds. To emulate this “non-effect,” we create an extra use for each definition in the operation and mark each such use/definition pair as constrained to be mapped to the same pseudo register.



MDS Support for SSA Form



The SSA form needs to expose all the uses and definitions of the target processor instructions, whether corresponding to encoded operands, or to implicit operands. The MDS exposes the processor instruction set architecture by a three-level hierarchy: Instruction Table Element of the processor instruction set, for instance add, load, store, etc. Opcode Table Results from the database join between Instruction(s), and Format(s). For instance, add two register and add a register with an immediate are two different Opcode(s) of the same Instruction. Operator Table Results from the expansion of Opcode(s) with regards to Modifier(s), and from the exposition of explicit uses and definitions of the Opcode.



5.



Extending MinIR to Tirex



A target-level program comprises two mandatory parts: the code stream and the data stream. The root of a YAML file is a “mapping” (a table of “key: value” pairs) that contains only the key “functions” in MinIR, listing the functions of the program as a YAML array. We therefore added the objects key and explain how to describe data later in this section. We now describe the fields we added to MinIR from the topmost level (the “root” YAML mapping) to the lowest (instruction operands).



Modifiers are variable fields of instruction encoding that are neither immediates nor register specifiers. They provide a parameter to the instruction behavior, for instance a comparison “comp” returning true for equality (comp.eq), greater than (comp.gt), etc. Tirex represents code as sequence of operations, each operation composed from an operator and the explicit list of uses and definitions. Besides target-dependent operators, we introduce generic operators: 3 http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk/



Operand Constraints in SSA Form



Code generation expose the target processor constraints, in particular the instruction set architecture (ISA) restrictions and the calling conventions requirements on register operands. The first general solution to accommodate these register operands constraints in SSA form was proposed by Leung et al. [25]. Before the appearance of the SSA form in code generators, either operands pinned to architectural registers could not be promoted to SSA variables, or register usage constraints were considered as register coalescing problems [25]. However, the SSA form optimizations introduce register interferences that hinders traditional register coalescing, while the register coalescing under SSA form is a natural sub-problem of the SSA form destruction problem [29]. In Tirex, we focus on the register operand constraints on the form of: a use and a def of an operation must be mapped back to the same pseudo register (before a non-SSA register allocation phase); some or all use and def of an operation are pinned to an architectural register. We demonstrated in [7] and implemented in the ST200 LAO how to handle these constraints: by introducing parallel copies (PCOPY operators) before and after the operation with pinning constraints, then applying a generalized coalescing algorithm.



4 Note that the order of the arguments matters for φ-functions, it is based on



ht/normalForms.html



the indexes of predecessor basic blocks.
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label arch SSA objects



string string boolean (see below)



Root level program name target processor architecture (x86, st200, . . . ) true if the program is under SSA form objects of the program data stream



Our current extensions to form Tirex are threefold: supporting SSA form on target code; adding data stream to the representation, including unresolved symbols; and allowing more complex program representations to better suit our optimizing needs, in particular to avoid recomputing known data or losing high-level information. We give an example of Tirex in Listing 1 to illustrate the discussions of this section. This example shows a function under SSA form before register allocation with a “for” loop (from 1 to 10) printing at each iteration the induction variable and a float number approximating π. Architectural registers are used because of calling conventions and implicit operands of some instructions, but other computations use temporaries. 5.1
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Listing 1: Dummy example of MinIR program 1



6



11



16



Code Stream Representation



The code stream of the program is partitioned into functions, corresponding to functions of the source language. Functions usually belong to the text assembly section, but some of them can be put in special sections by the compiler, to be specially managed later by binary utilities. The start address of a function must be aligned to a multiple of the target-dependent code alignment. Functions may also have static storage data, for instance local variables declared with the C static keyword, or constants pools.5 We also added to the code stream loop scoped information, see Section 6. section align objects loopscope



Function level string assembly section of the function integer alignment of the function (number of bytes) (see below) data local to the function (see Sec. 6) loop scoped information



The code stream at this level of representation is not yet linearized. It is still represented as a control-flow graph (CFG), using (labeled) basic blocks that appear in the Tirex bbs field of functions. Instructions are given in the ops field, and the program flow is encoded in Tirex in the “jump” instructions through the use of the target and fallthrough keys. Since upstream compilers may generate several labels for a basic block (e.g., after deleting an empty basic block), we provide a list of additional basic block labels. We also added the possibility to give a list of predecessor and successor basic blocks to easily write unit tests for program-flow analysis algorithms. And finally, we use freq to give profiling information on the execution of a basic block. label labels preds succs freq



Basic block level prefix+number number must be unique for function string array additional labels string array labels of predecessor basic blocks string array labels of successor basic blocks float normalized number of executions



For target-dependent operators, we need unique names to disambiguate operators having the same assembly mnemonic. For instance, an add operation has different opcodes depending on whether it adds two registers or a register and an immediate. To solve this problem, we added a “shortname” string to operators in our machine description system (MDS, see Section 3) that drives compilers on both sides of Tirex—writing and reading; “shortnames” are obtained by appending to the assembly mnemonic the list of types of operands, then any modifier. We then prune the shortname to remove operands common to all variants, see Figure 3 for an example of shortnames for an addition and comparison.
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5 Constants



values that cannot be expressed as immediates in the target architecture, for instance, most constant values on ARM.
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label: dummy.c # file name SSA: true # program is under SSA form arch: XXX # dummy processor architecture functions: − label: callme section: .text # function goes in the text assembly section entries: [ BB 0 ] exits: [ BB 3 ] bbs: − label: BB 0 succs: [BB 1] freq: 1 # frequency of execution ops: # create a 80−byte stack frame by adjusting the Stack Pointer − {op: SPADJUST, defs: [$r12], uses: [$r12, ’80’]} # save callee−save registers in temporaries (incl. return address) − {op: PCOPY, defs: [V1−V10], uses: [$ra, $r10, $r13−$r20]} − {op: PCOPY, defs: [V11], uses: [$r0]} # get function argument − {op: make s16, defs: [V13], uses: [’1’]} # init variable i − label: BB 1 labels: [.L 001] # additional name for this block preds: [BB 0, BB 2] succs: [BB 3, BB 2] loopscope: { header: BB 1, depth: 1 } # header of a loop freq: 10 # block in loop is executed more often ops: − {op: PHI, defs: [V14], uses: [V13, V15]} # SSA φ-function − {op: comp s10.gt , defs: [V101], uses: [V14, ’10’]} # is i>10 ? − {op: cb.nez, uses: [V101, .L 002], target: BB 3, # false => branch to .L 002 (i.e., BB 3) fallthru: .next, # true => continue to next block (BB 2) freq: .1} # 1/10 chance of branching to BB 3 − label: BB 2 preds: [BB 1] succs: [BB 1] freq: 10 # block in loop is executed more often loopscope: { header: BB 1, depth: 1 } ops: − {op: make s32, defs: [V20], uses: [ [L.float] ]} # make float value − {op: lw r s10, defs: [V21], uses: [V20, ’0’]} # from constant pool − {op: make s32, defs: [V110], uses: [ [’L.str’] ]} # address of string # prepare call arguments in registers − {op: PCOPY, defs: [$r0, $r1, $r2], uses: [V110, V14, V21]} # call function using (external) symbol; may clobber some registers − {op: call, uses: [ [’printf’] ] implicit defs:[$ra, $r0−$r9, $r11} − {op: add s10, defs: [V15], uses: [V14, V11]] # increment i by arg − {op: goto, uses: [.L 001]} # loop back−edge − label: BB 3 labels: [.L 002] freq: 1 ops: − {op: make s10, defs: [V130], uses: [’42’]} # prepare return value − {op: PCOPY, defs: [$r0], uses: [V130]} # of function # restore callee−save registers − {op: PCOPY, defs: [$ra, $r10, $r13−$r20], uses: [V1−V10]} # delete stack frame (adjust Stack Pointer) − {op: SPADJUST, defs: [$r12], uses: [$r12, ’−80’]} − {op: RETURN, uses: [$ra]} # jump to return address objects: − label: L.float # define π in constant pool align: 4 # float are 4−byte aligned init: − float: 3.14159265e+00 objects: − label: L.str # define new string symbol for printf align: 1 # a string may start at any alignment size: 24 # string is 24 bytes long (incl. null char) section: ‘‘.rodata’’ # belongs to ‘‘read−only’’ section init: − ascii: ‘‘iteration %d, PI is %f\n\0’’ # data initialization
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Operation reg = reg1 + reg2 reg = reg1 + signed10 reg = reg1 + signed32 reg = (reg1 != signed10) reg = (reg1 == reg2)



Names concatenation add r r r add r r s10 add r r s32 comp r r s10.ne comp r r r.eq
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Shortname add r add s10 add s32 comp.ne s10 comp.eq r



struct s { char str[16]; int i; short s; float ∗ptr; long long l; float f; double d; };



Figure 3: Shortnames are created by using operand types to disambiguate operators with the same mnemonic.



struct s foo = { ”Hello world!\n”, −2, −1, &foo.f, 123456, 2.1, 22.1234 };



To easily distinguish generic operators and avoid any conflict with a target-specific operator, we write them in capital letters. Finally, instructions also have uses and defs.6 Branch (or “jump”) instructions have also the target label of branches. To those, we added the possibility to use the .next keyword for the fall-through since, at this stage of the compilation, basic blocks are usually ordered and the program flow naturally continues to the next block if a branch is not taken. We also added the possibility to supply profiling information on the probability of taking conditional branches using freq. op freq fallthru



string float [0.0 – 1.0] .next



5.2



Tirex data



C code



Figure 4: A global structure in C on the left and the corresponding object in Tirex on the right. The initialization is not unique, the short −1 uses two bytes to form 0xffff, but could have been “s16: -1” or “u16: 65535.” The “space” where added to satisfy alignment constraints of the pointer (4) and the double float (8).



Instruction level target dependent and unique operator probability of taking the branch (only for “jump” instructions) fall to next block if conditional jump fails



The only supported operands are registers, immediate values, and temporaries—variables not assigned yet to registers. We use the convention that architectural register names start with a ’$’, while temporary variable names start with ’V’, followed by a (unique) number. We also need to denote ranges of architectural registers or variables for side-effects of instructions, so we allow range of architectural register or variables using the dash (-) sign. We added support for unresolved symbols, i.e., address locations not known at compile time. It can be for instance the address of some static data, or the address of a function. Symbols may have an offset (positive or negative integer) and a relocation (for explicit relocations, e.g., get an offset relative to the global data pointer or the thread-local storage pointer). We express unresolved symbols by using a YAML array, where the first element is the name of the symbol and the two other elements are optional strings starting with either +, -, or @. $r42 V102 $r0-$r7 [printf] [foo, ’+12’] [bar, ’@TP’]



objects: − label: foo align: 8 size: 52 section: data linkage: [global] init: − ascii: ”Hello world!\n\0\0\0” − s32: −2 − byte: 0xff − byte: 0xff − space: 2 − word: [foo, ’+40’] − s64: 123456 − f32: 2.100000e+00 − space: 4 − f64: 2.212340e+01



label size section align attr init



Symbol specification string symbol name integer size in bytes string assembly section integer alignment of the symbol string array optional list of attributes (see below) optional initialization of data



If an object is initialized, all bytes must be specified. In this case, the init key provides a YAML list of “type: value.” Although it is possible to specify all static data initializations using the byte type, we provide other data types so that the initialization stays human-readable and modifiable, and allows for instance to recover field values in C structures. If some data field is a pointer, its initializer may be a relocatable symbol instead of an absolute value, see the table below and the initialization of the ptr field of the C structure in Figure 4 for an example.



Operand level register number 42 unassigned temporary all registers with numbers between 0 and 7 use a function symbol as argument for a call address of 12th byte in object foo offset of bar relative to the thread pointer



byte word quad s8 / u8 s16 / u16 s32 / u32 s64 / u64 f32 / f64 ascii space



Data Stream Representation



The original MinIR does not include the program data stream. We propose to describe the data stream in the YAML format, using a similar structure as data sections at assembly level. We use the key objects, appearing either at the Tirex root level (same as functions), or inside a Tirex function for local data. Each “object” consists of a number of bytes stored in memory. Since the actual object address is unknown at compile time, it is represented by a symbolic name, i.e., a unique string in the compilation unit. Object layout in memory is constrained by the type of data contained in the object, so we provide the memory alignment in our intermediate representation. Different data sections can hold objects, for instance, objects in rodata are read-only, and those in the bss section are zero-initialized at program launch. Finally, we can pass additional attributes (e.g., “global,” “static,” or “external” flags) with compiler-defined keywords, and objects can have initialization values.



∗ can † can



6.



also be also be



Data initialization hex string 8-bit hexadecimal value (e.g., "0x9f") ∗ hex string 32-bit hexadecimal value hex string† 64-bit hexadecimal value integer 8 bits signed/unsigned data integer 16 bits signed/unsigned data integer∗ 32 bits signed/unsigned data integer† 64 bits signed/unsigned data float 32/64-bit float / double float data string non null-terminated string of bytes integer pad a number of bytes with zeros symbol symbol



32-bit address unknown at compile time 64-bit address unknown at compile time



Loop Scoped Information



Without accurate memory dependence information, a code generator cannot be very aggressive. Basically, the code generator needs memory dependences annotated by type and discriminated by loop level in order to do SIMDization, partial redundancy elimination (PRE) on memory accesses, and instruction scheduling including software pipelining. Simple points-to sets are not enough as memory dependences because they are flow insensitive. Accurate memory dependences are first constructed by merging the points-to sets with assertions on loops, such as #pragma ivdep initially introduced by Cray Research (equivalent to the



6 MinIR/Tirex



also provide an implicit defs array used for instance to list clobbered registers (e.g., caller-saved registers for a function call).
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static compilation



C source



compiler GCC LLVM Open64



Tirex machine-level SSA instruction stream explicit basic blocks uses and deﬁnitions branch targets static data



MDS instructions register set ABI



loopscope dependency aliasing
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7.2



JIT compilation



One of the difficulties when writing and debugging compilers is to find how to test specific parts of a compiler. Compiler phases are usually deeply intertwined with other optimizations and the closer it is to the back-end, the farther it is from the front-end, hence the more difficult it gets to construct a working high-level example written in source language. Indeed, every change in the flow of compilation can slightly modify the intermediate representation, and the test might then not work as expected. Worse, some parts of the compiler might become untested without the programmer even realizing it. To complicate matters, our LAO compiler receives its input from another compiler, which makes it even more difficult to generate the test cases we need. Still, unit tests are mandatory in a production compiler, and the only alternative we had prior to using Tirex was to explicitly construct the intermediate representation of test programs on which to run our algorithms. For instance, to create a simple register assignment “$r4 = 42” in a LAO unit test, we had to perform the six following steps: create a new operation with one argument and one result, set the operator to COPY, create a new temporary of type “immediate” with value 42, set it as the argument, create a new temporary of type “assigned” to register 4, set it as the result. Using Tirex gives more control and predictability over the test cases than writing tests in source code; It is however cumbersome, prone to errors, and does not really promote the writing of tests. . . Having a Tirex reading capability in LAO allowed us to rewrite most of our tests in Tirex files given as input of the self-tests, making it easier to understand existing tests and keeping them upto-date with regards to the functionality they are testing. This is also true for control-flow analyzes by using the Tirex preds and succs keys in basic blocks, hence giving the possibility to have empty blocks, which would not be possible in a C source file.
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Figure 5: Tirex for mixed mode execution and JIT compilation. FORALL statement of Fortran 95), restrict pointer qualifiers, or the #pragma independent proposed by D. Koes. They can be further refined by detecting induction variables and analyzing array index expressions. When discriminating dependences by loop nesting level, all the producers and consumers of the intermediate representation have to agree on what loop they are talking about. In the axiomatic definition of loop nesting forest by Ramalingam [28], the header of a loop can be any node not dominated by other in the SCC that defines the loop body. So in case of irreducible loops, there is an ambiguity. In his PhD thesis, B. Boissinot [5] defines the notion of minimal connected loop nesting forest, which has applications to find live set and liveness checks under the SSA form. A minimal loop nesting forest is a loop nesting forest such that no loop body from the forest is covered by another loop, and it is connected if the loop headers are selected from the set of entry nodes of the loop. In practice, Havlak’s loop forest [20] is the best choice of minimal connected loop nesting forest. In Tirex, we use the loopscope key to identify header basic blocks and lists other basic blocks that are part of a loop as well as nesting information (header of parent loop, depth) and the trip count. Memory dependencies between instructions must also be provided. Our current Tirex implementation adds the possibility to label instructions with unique names (i3, i12, . . . ), dependences are then listed in the outermost loopscope as pairs of labels along with their type: flow, anti, output, and input.7
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Tirex in a Compiler Toolchain



7.1



High Level Information



Using Tirex to Test Compiler Optimizations
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Tirex for Dynamic Compilation



In this section, we will discuss different dynamic compilation techniques and describe the benefits of using Tirex with our extensions in such a context. Note that we currently use a textual representation of Tirex, which is slow to parse. It is obvious that a binary encoding of Tirex is possible and would be the best choice for performance. In the following discussions on performance issues, we assume a future binary representation of Tirex. Just-in-time (JIT) compilation defers some phases of the compilation process until runtime, i.e., when the program being compiled is actually executed. This increases the overhead of program execution, depending on how involved the JIT compilation is, in the hope that optimizations that were not possible during static compilation will become effective based on knowledge gained at runtime. For example, variables or instructions that have invariant or predictable values can benefit from value-based optimizations [9], including constant propagation and constant folding [27], code specialization [10] or partial evaluation [22]. Aycock [2] dates JIT compilation as far as the early 60’s with the work of McCarty on LISP [26], but it became widely used mostly because of the widespread of the Java programming language [19] and the ECMA Common Language Infrastructure [21]. Those last approaches to JIT compilation have an underlying dedicated target-independent intermediate representations (IR), respectively the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode and the ECMA Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). This is also the case with the Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) bitcode [24] used by the compiler of the same name.



During the static compilation phase, a lot of analysis passes are conducted, but the collected data is discarded with the (intermediate) code generation. Moreover, binary or assembly program representations are stripped from many high-level information that is useful for optimizations: no explicit description of the program control-flow, no variable live-ranges, etc. The dynamic optimizer needs an extensive knowledge on the target processor, its instruction set, its calling conventions, to build back only a limited view of the original structure of the program. In Tirex, instead, we keep this data, in particular loop scoped memory dependence information and explicit information about uses and definitions, targets of branch instructions, basic blocks description, and possibly an SSA representation. These are later reused in our back-end development tools, and will be used for JIT compilation to perform runtime optimizations. This capability of passing additional data along with the code and data streams makes it much more powerful than working with a simple native executable and allows to explore optimizations otherwise restricted to higher-level intermediate representations. We continue this discussion on possible uses and benefits of our extensions in Section 8.



Compilation Speed As opposed to traditional static compilation, which can often use time- and resource-consuming algorithms, JIT compilation has strong constraints in terms of size and time as it is performed at runtime. Hence, the previously mentioned intermediate representations were designed to have a faster code generation than compilation of higher-level languages like C. They were



7 “Input”



is not an actual dependence, but is used to detect and remove unnecessary loads.
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also designed to be target-independent, making them portable8 ; this simplifies the work of developers who just have to worry about producing a correct IR and not native code for every targeted processor, the burden being shifted to the JIT compilers running on said processors. So, even without optimization, a JIT compiler that produces target code from a standardized, target-independent intermediate representation (like JVM bytecode or CLI bytecode) has a lot of work to perform, adding a compilation overhead to the execution time. Classic JIT compilation needs to select instructions, lower the function calls to the conventions of the target, allocate registers, build the stack frames, layout the static data, etc. Tirex is already target-level, thus native binary code emission is straightforward. It just has to encode the instruction stream, eventually undergoing a phase of register allocation, which can use for instance a simple basic block scan. This would significantly improve the time needed for runtime compilation with no optimizations.



ister allocation. This unlocks optimizations that are normally out of reach for dynamic optimizers.



9.



Summary and Future Work



We extended the specifications of MinIR to make it a target-level intermediate representation for exchanging information between compilers (Tirex). Extensions include adding support for passing the data stream as well as loop scoped information such as memory dependences to enable code generator optimizations. With our extensions, we use Tirex to connect our multiple upstream compilers (LLVM, Open64, and soon GCC) to our LAO code generator, thus factoring target specific optimizations; It can also be used as input of JIT systems lighter than those working on generic representations since it is already at a target level; Finally, we also use Tirex to write unit tests for the LAO code generator. Future work on Tirex will involve the inclusion of debug information. We also plan to use optimizations based on the polyhedral model and, again, will need to find a way to efficiently encode those information in Tirex. Polyhedral representation of static control loops is a significantly more powerful representation of loop behavior and memory dependences than the current loop scoped information with regards to program transformations, but it is restricted to special cases, the so-called “static control program” parts. Ultimately, we need to get rid of the textual representation of Tirex, as this has a reading overhead for interpretation or JIT compilation. Being able to read and write Tirex as a text file is useful at this point of development, but in a production JIT compiler we will switch to a binary representation. To conclude, we proposed a novel approach to JIT compilation, using a target-level instruction stream in SSA form augmented, in particular, with loop scoped information. This opens the door for exploration of techniques considered too expensive for runtime. We are currently working on an SSA form interpreter and a JIT compiler focused on runtime specialization, that hopefully will allow us to make a thorough evaluation of these ideas in an actual VLIW embedded system.



Mixed Mode Execution To compensate the overhead introduced by runtime compilation, JIT compilers exploit the fact first observed by Knuth [23] that most programs spend the majority of time executing a minority of code. Compilation and optimization efforts are hence focused on so called hot paths or hot spots, i.e., frequently-executed code regions. Since interpretation has a shorter startup time (whereas compiled code has better performance), the rest of a program is interpreted. Interpretation is also a way of conducting profiling to identify the mentioned hot paths. This leads to introduction of a mixed mode execution, comprising both interpreted and native code, that requires that the calling conventions are respected from both sides. These conventions are especially difficult to respect whenever the same structured data is accessed from both parties since the layout is highly dependent on the architecture, yet portable code must embed portable structures. For interoperability reasons, the compiler also must emit special code whenever a call to a native function occurs in the interpreted part and conversely. Tirex avoids all these problems since it encodes native instruction streams with lowered calls and data layout. Moreover, it simplifies the profiling process, as the control-flow during interpretation is the same as for native code, which is not always the case target independent representations.
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